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Abslmct-A bandit problem with side observations is an 
extension of the traditional two-armed bandit problem, in which 
the decision maker has access to side information before derid- 
ing which arm to pull. In this paper, the essential properties 
of the side observations that allow achievability results with 
respect to the minimal inferior sampling time are extracted and 
formulated The sufficient conditions for good side information 
obtained here contain various kinds of random processes as 
special cases, including i.i.d sequences, Markov chains, periodic 
sequences, etc. A necessary condition is also provided, giving 
more insight into the nature of bandit problem with side 
observations. A game-theoretic approach simplifies the analysis 
and justifies the viewpoint that the side observation serves as 
an index of different sub-bandit machines. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

The classical two-armed bandit problem can be described 
in the context of finding the optimal choice between two slot 
machines, of which the reward distributions are unknown. At 
each time t, a player must balance the tradeoff between ( I )  
learning which of the two machines gives better rewards, and 
(2) playing the better one. To accumulate enough experimen- 
tal data to learn which arm is better, we inevitably are forced 
to sample both machines sufficiently often, which conflicts 
with the goal of sampling the best arm as many times as 
possible. Various optimal strategies for this problem have 
been found under different settings [I], [21, [31, [41, [51. 

Most of the approaches of bandit problems are based 
on parametric models, where the underlying configura- 
tions/distributions of the arms are represented by a pair 
of parameters, CO := (81,82). The sequences of rewards 
from the arms, denoted as { Y ; } r E ~ ,  i = 1,2, are assumed 
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with 
marginals fo. having unknown but.fixed parameter Bi. As 
the number of plays t tends to infinity, asymptotic analysis 
shows that appropriate decision rules are able to perform as 
well as those assuming complete knowledge of the unknown 
distributions. The convergence speed of a decision rule can 
be analyzed by estimating the growth rate of the “inferior 
sampling time”. Generally, l o g t  is the lowest order that can 
be uniformly achieved for every possible (81,s~) with a fixed 
adaptive decision rule as discussed in 141. A number of vari- 
ations and extensions of this basic problem are investigated 
in [61, VI, [SI. 

”is work is supported by the Office of Naval Research under 
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mation Technologies. 

Woodroofe [91 introduced the notion of side observations 
into classical bandit problems. In this situation, in addition 
to the history of previous decisions and outcomes, the player 
has access to side information before making a decision. 
Woodrmfe proved that a myopic approach for i.i.d. side 
observations { X 7 }  with simple relationships to {Y;} is 
asymptotically optimal. Sarkar [lo] extended Woodroofe’s 
results to exponential families. In [Il l ,  by using the side 
observations {X,} as the index of different sub-bandits with 
common configuration pair CO, different levels of asymptotic 
efficiency improvements have been found for several types 
of relationships between { X ? }  and {Y;}. Other approaches 
to bandit problems with side observations can be found in 
[121, [131. 

The results in [91, [lo], [ I l l  suggest that the benefits 
of side observations in bandit problems is not from the 
random appearances, but rather is from the evenly distributed 
appearances of all values taken on by the i.i.d. {X,}. In 
this paper, we extract the essential properties to be “evenly 
distributed” and investigate their effects on the attainable 
results. This paper is very much along the lines of [ l l ]  with 
a more general class of side observation sequences being 
considered, including i.i.d. sequences, Markov chains, and 
periodic sequences as special cases. 

The extent to which side observations can help depends on 
the relationship of { X T }  to the distributions of the rewards 
{Y;). Four different cases suggested in [ I l l  are considered 
here, and we summarize these previous results for i.i.d. { X T }  
as follows. (See [ I l l  for details.) 

1) Direct Information: { X 7 }  provides information di- 
rectly about the underlying configuration CO = 
(SI,&), which allows a type of separation between 
learning and control. Under this setting, bounded 
expected inferior sampling time can be uniformly 
achieved. 

2) Best Arm Depends on X t :  {Xr} provides no informa- 
tion about CO. For every configuration (el,&), arm l 
is preferred for some values of Xt ,  while arm 2 is 
preferred for other values of X,. In this case, bounded 
expected inferior sampling time can again be uniformly 
achieved. 

3) Best Arm Does Not Depend on X t :  { X T }  provides 
no information about CO, and for every configuration 
CO, one of the arms is always prefemed regardless of 
the value of Xt. An asymptotically tight l o g t  lower 
bound still exists but the constant in front of l o g t  
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can be improved by exploiting the notion of the most 
informative sub-bandits. 

4) Mixed Case: This general case combines the previous 
two. For some configurations, one arm is always pre- 
ferred (for all X, ) ,  while for other possible configura- 
tions, the best arm depends on X , .  The best of the two 
individual cases can be achieved. I.e. bounded expected 
inferior sampling time can be uniformly achieved for 
those configurations in which the best arm depends 
on X ,  as in Case 2. For those CO satisfying Case 3, 
asymptotically tight logt  lower bounds can be uni- 
formly achieved. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we 
introduce the formulation of bandit problems with arbitrary 
side observations. Section III provides formal definitions of 
several “evenly distributed” properties used in the general 
theorems provided. In Sections IV through VII, we provide 
results for each of the four cases above, replacing the 
assumption of i.i.d. {XT} by “evenly distributed” properties. 
A more general framework is presented and thus other side 
observation processes (e.g. Markov chains and deterministic 
periodic sequences) in addition to i.i.d. { X T }  can be ad- 
dressed. 

11. GENERAL FORMULATION 

Consider a two-armed bandit problem defined as follows. 
Suppose we have two sequences of real-valued random vari- 
ables {Y;}, z = 1,2, and a side observation sequence {X?] 
taking values in X. The distribution of { X r }  is described by 
the probabilities of finite cylinders, denoted by Gt,,t2,.. . , txlc,. 
The relationship between {Y,”}, i = 1 ,2  and {X?} is as 
follows. . Conditioned on the entire side Observation { X T } ,  {Y,“}, 

. For any specific t ,  conditioned on X , ,  the distribution 

The joint distribution of Xt and yt‘ is G,lco(dx)He,(dylx). 
The entire families { G C } C € B Z  and {Ho}e€e  are known to 
the decision maker and only the underlying configuration CO 
is unknown. 

Necessary notation and several quantities of interest are 
defined in Table I. It is assumed throughout that all the 
necessary expectations exist and are finite. 

Our goal is to find an adaptive allocation role { m T }  to 
maximize the growth rate of the expected reward E{W++(t)}, 
where 

i = 1,2 ,  are independently distributed sequences. 

of yt‘ depends only on 0, and nothing else. 

Instead of maximizing the growth rate of E{lV++(t)}, it 
is equivalent to minimize the growth rate of the expected 

TABLE I 
GLOSSARY 

Not’n Description 
l(Co), Z(Co) 

M d z )  A4&) := a r g m a x i = i , d ~ ~ ; ( ~ ) ( z ) I .  
p8(z )  

T. rtl 

~(CO) = 81, ’~(CO) = 82. 

The conditional expectation of rhe reward, 

The total number of ~ a m ~ l e s  on m i UD to 
wo(z) := E@,=@{,;’lX* = z). 

. ~ I  

timet. Ti(t)  := x:=l.l(d7=i). ’ 

The Kullheck-kihler (K-L) information 
number, I(F,G) := EF {log($)}. 
The conditional K-L information number, 

Z(F, C)  

I ( & ,  8&) 
r(01.02/z) := Z(X~,(.~~),H~,(.IZ)). 

inferior sampling time, E{Ti,j(t)}, where 

Therefore, we define a uniformly good rule as follows. 
Definition 2.1 (Un$ormly Good Rules): An allocation 

rule is uniformly good if for all CO = (01, Oz), 
EC,,{Ti,,(t)} = o(t”). Va > 0. 
In what follows, we consider only uniformly good rules and 
regard other rules as uninteresting. 

In the following development, we will make use of three 
different levels of required conditions, which are named as 
follows. 

Chl,  Ch2,. . . : “Characterization conditions” spec@ to 
which category the bandit problem belongs. 
RI, R2, . . . : “Regularity conditions” are general enough 
to be satisfied for most cases, and may be removed by 
adding more complexity in the proof/analysis. . A I ,  A2, , . .: “Assumptions” are the conditions required 
in the prcof/analysis, which are not stringent but may 
not be as general as the regularity conditions. 

111. ESSENTIAL PROPERTIES 

Our goal is to extract the essential evenly-distributed 
properties of a side ,observation process that are helpful to 
the improvement of uniformly good rules. 

To define “evenly distributed” among all x E X, we first 
assume X is finite. The relative frequency of x up to time t 
is denoted as f r ( x ,  t )  = (E:=, l { X T  = z]) i t .  

is 
evenly distributed in L’ if 

Definition 3.1 (Ewnly Distributed in L’J: { X T }  

V x  E X ,  T ( Z )  := liininf E{f,(z:t)] > 0. 
t-zc 

Defirtition 3.2 (Evenly Distributed in Probability Series): 
{ X T }  is evenly distributed “in probability series” if there 
exists a strictly positive mapping ~ ( x ) ,  such that the 
expected duration of the event { f + ( x , t )  < ~ ( x ) }  is finite. 
That is, 

l { f , . (x ,  t )  < ~ ( x ) }  
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Definition 3.3: (Unijiomily Srrongly Evenly (u.s.e.) 
Disrribured in L'): {X,}  is u.s.e. distributed in L', if for any 
stopping time T, the conditional expectation of the hitting 
time of z after T has a global upper bound, i.e. 3d > 0 such 
that 

E{HT(z)IT} I d  < OO,VT,Z. 

where Hr(z )  := inf{l > OIXT+I = z}. 
The following examples demonstrate that the above prop- 

erties are quite general and include many interesting random 
processes. . Exumple I :  If {X?} is an i.i.d. random process with 

strictly positive probability on each z, then by large de- 
viations results, { X T }  is evenly distributed in L', evenly 
distributed in probability series, and u.s.e. distributed in 
L'. . Erample 2: If { X T }  is a finite Markov chain with 
strictly positive entries in its transition matrix, then 
by similar reasonings, { X r }  satisfies the above three 
conditions. . Exuniple 3: If we redefine X to be the set of values 
taken on during one period, any deterministic periodic 
sequence { X 7 }  satisfies the above three conditions. 

Note that both u.s.e. distributed in L' k d  evenly dis- 
tributed in probability series imply evenly distributed in L'. 

IV. DIRECT INFORMATION 
A. Formulation 

information about CO = (81 ,Bz )  in the following way. 
In this setting, the side observation Xt directly reveals 

Dependence (Chl ) :  If C # C', 31,. . . , t r ,  such that 
Gt, ,..., t,lc # Gt, ,-, t,lc,. 

As a result, observing the empirical distribution of X t  gives 
us useful information about the underlying parameter pair 
CO, and so this is an identifiability condition. 

B. Scheme of Separating Learning and Control 
Since we are able to obtain information about CO from 

{ X z } ,  one simple scheme is to sample only the seemingly 
better arm and to leave the learning task to { X r } :  . Step 1: After time t, obtain an estimate Ct from the past 

side observations XI,. . . , Xt. 
Step 2 At time t + 1, we set = (Xt+l). 

To find a bound of the performance, we use the following 
condition. 

Condition 4.1 (AI):  3 > 0 such that if 112' - Col1 < c, 

. O m p l e  4: If (1) X is finite, and (2) Vz E X, f i ~ ( z )  is 

. O m p l e  5: If He(.lz) Y N(Bz, l), then A I  is satisfied. 
Let Eco and Pc, denote the expectation and the probabil- 

M ~ ( z )  = Alc,,(~), VZ E X. 

continuous with respect to 8, then A I  is satisfied. 

ity when the underlying configuration is CO. We have 

Theorem 4.1: Suppose both Chl and A I  hold. Then for 
any sequence of estimates {eT}, 3e > 0 such that the inferior 
sampling time T;,f(t) of the above algorithm satisfies 

5 1, for some c > 0. {T<nf ( t ) }  
lim t *-= 1 + E,=' PC,(llC, 7 Col1 > €1 

The above theorem provides an upper bound of the achiev- .. 
able expected inferior sampling time. 

Corollury 4.1: If 3{C7} such that for all CO and any 
E > 0, limt,,C4=1 P C ~ ( I I C ~  - col1 > e )  is finite, then 
limt-= ECo{T;,f(t)} is finite for all Co. . Example 6: If { X T }  is an i.i.d. sequence with 

marginal distribution Gc, and no two C's have 
the same Gc,  then there exists { @ T }  such that 
limt,, Ec,{T;,,(t)} < 03 for all CO, and the con- 
structed scheme is uniformly gwd. . Example 7: If {X,} is a Markov chain with transition 
matrix Ac,, and the mapping from CO to Ac, is one- 
to-one, then there exists a uniformly good scheme {@,} 
such that limt;= Ec,(T~,f(t)} < 00. . Exuniple 8: Consider the case in which { X T }  is a deter- 
ministic sequence denoted by {z,}co. If the mapping 
from CO to { x 7 } c ,  is one-to-one, and 0 is finite, then 
there exists {&} such that limt-- Eco{T;,,(t)} < 00 

for all CO. 
From the above examples, we see that when the side obser- 
vations reveal information about the underlying configuration 
CO in a fast enough fashion, by separating the learning 
and control by learning from observing {XT} and letting 
@t+l  = A!fet(Xt+l), .we can achieve bounded expected 
inferior sampling time. 

V. B E S T  ARM DEPENDS ON Xi 
A. Formulation 

Henceforth, we consider the case in which observing Xt 
will not reveal any information about CO, but reveals infor- 
mation only about the upcoming reward Y;. In this section, 
we assume that the side observation X t  is always able to 
change the preference order as in Fig. 1. The characterization 
conditions are as follows. 

Independence (Ch2): Gt,,t, ,..., ttlca = Gt,,t, ,..., tk does 

Best arm is a function of X, (CU): VC E Q2, 3z1,zz E 
not depend on CO. 

X, such that Alc(z1) = 1 and A!fc(zz) = 2. 
And the regularity conditions are 

RI: X is a finite space. . R2: VB1,$,z, 1(01,B21z) is strictly positive, and is 
finite. 
R3: 0 c R, and Vz, w e ( % )  is continuous with respect 

RI embodies the idea of regarding Xt as the index of several 
different sub-bandit problems. R2 ensures all these different 
bandit problems are non-trivial, i.e. with non-idenricul arms. 
R3 facilitates our proof. 

to e. 
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Fig. 1. The best am at time t afwoys depends an the side observation Xt. 

Fig. 2. The best arm at time t n e w r  depends on the side observation Xt. 

B. Bounded Inferior Sampling Time 

Theorem 5.1: Suppose Ch2, CW, R I ,  R2, and R3 are 
satisfied. If the side observation random process { X 7 }  is 
evenly distributed in probability series, then 3{&}, such that 

lim Eco{T,,,(t)} < w, VCo. 
t-30 

In the case that the side observation { X r }  does not reveal 
any information about CO, we consider the myopic rule, 
which samples only the seemingly better arm, i.e. &+I = 
A t e , ( X t + ~ ) .  Since the even appearances of all x will direct 
the myopic rule to sample both arms often enough, the 
dilemma between learning and control is solved implicitly. 
As expected, we can surpass the logt lower bound and 
achieve bounded expected inferior sampling time, as long 
as the {X,} is evenly distributed in probability series. 

VI. BEST ARM DOES NOT DEPEND ON X t  

A. Formuhiion 
Following Section V, we assume that {X,} is independent 

of Co. But now, VCo, X h  never changes the preference order 
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Formal statements are as follows. 

Independence (Ch2): as in Section V. 
Best arm as a function of X ,  (Ch4): VC = (SI, Sz), # 
82, we either have Alc(z) = 1,Vx or have Afc(s) = 
2, v x .  

With the two regularity conditions RI and R2 as in Section V, 
we have improvements over the traditional bandit problems. 

B. Lower Bound 
neorem 6.1: Under Ch2, Ch4, RI, and R2, for any uni- 

formly good rule, suppose Afc"(x) = 2, Vx, (i.e. ann 2 is 

always better). Then Tc,f(t) = Tl(t) satisfies 

C. Asymptotic Tightness 

Theorem 6.1, we need additional conditions. 
To prove the asymptotic tightness of the lower hound in 

Parameter space (A2): 0 is finite. 
Side observations (A3): {X,} is u.s.e. distributed in L'. . The existence of the value of the game (A4): 

- Example 9: Consider the case that 0 = {1,2,3}, 
X = {1,2}, and {ae,*} is an arbitrary matrix with 
all entries in [O, 0.11. If He(.Ix) - N(S + I), 
the value of the game exists. 

Theorem 6.2 (Asymptotic Tigltmess): With additional as- 
sumptions A2, A3, and A4, the logt lower bound of T,,f(t) 
in neorem 6.1 is asymptotically tight. 

The intuition behind this result is that when we are facing 
different sub-bandit machines with reward distribution pairs 
{(He,(x),Hs,(x))}, Vx E X, we are able to uniformly 
minimize our forced sampling time (for learning purposes) by 
postponing it until facing the most informative sub-bandits. 
This idea is reflected in the expression of Kc,. It can also 
be viewed as a two-player-zero-sum game such that nature 
wants to maximize the forced sampling time by selecting 
a g o d  0, while the decision maker has a strategy to wait 
until the most favorable chances (sub-bandits). If { X 7 }  is 
even enough, i.e. the decision maker does not pay too much 
penalty for waiting, and the value of the game exists, we 
are able to reach the equilibrium with a carefully designed 
decision rule (the strategy of the decision maker). 

, .  
VII. MIXED CASE 

A. Formulation 
The main difference between Sections V and VI is that 

in one case, Xt always changes the preference order, and in 
the other case, X t  never changes the order. A much more 
general case is a mixture of these previous two cases, which 
will yield the main result of this paper. 

Independence (Ch2) as in Sections V and VI. 
Best arm as a function of X t  (Ch5): As in Fig. 3, for 
some CO, A . ~ , , ( x )  is independent of x, while for other 
CO, A f c , ( x )  varies with respect to x. 
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If  (01 ,Og)  = ( R " ,  Ea). th' I*.a 
arm depnds on z a in Scctmn V. 
If ( O , , O , )  = (Os,O,), the I** 
arm dws no1 &pod on z = in 1 Section VI. 

Fig. 3. 
the side observation Xt. 

Mixed case: The best a m  at time t may or n q  not depends on 

However, without knowledge of the authentic underlying 
configuration CO, we do not know whether A4co(x) remains 
the same for all z, or it changes with respect to z. In view 
of the results of Sections V and VI, we would like to find a 
scheme that has bounded inferior sampling time when being 
applied to an unknown configuration where X, changes the 
preference order, and achieves the logt lower bound when 
being applied to configurations with a constant A4co (z) for 
all 2. With RI and R2 as in Sections V and VI, we can obtain 
good results in this context. 

B. Lower Bound 
Suppose OUT side observation {X,} is evenly distributed 

in L'. We have the following logt lower bound. 
Theorem 7.1: Under Ch2, Ch5, R I ,  and R2, for any uni- 

formly good rule, if the side observation {XT} is evenly 
distributed in L' and Afco(z) remains the same for all z, 
we have 

Furthermore, hy Markov's inequality we have 

If A4co(z) = 2 for all z, then KC, is given by 

C. Asymptotic Tightness 

scheme. 
We need the following assumptions to consmct the desired 

Parameter space (A2): 0 is finite as in Section VI. 
Side observations (A3): {XT} is u.s.e. distributed in L'. 
The existence of the value of the game ( A n :  

7keorem 7.2 (Asymptotic 7ighmessJ: With Ch2, Ch5, R I ,  
R2, A2, A3, and A5, there exists a scheme either having 
bounded inferior sampling time, or achieving the log t lower 

bound of 77ieorem Z f ,  depending on whether x is able to 
change the preference order A4cc,(x). 
The above theorem shows that for any CO, depending on 
whether the dilemma between learning and control can be 
solved, we are able to achieve ET,,f(t) < M or the logt 
lower bound with constants derived from the game theoretic 
point of view, provided the side observation {X,} is evenly 
distributed among all z. 

VIII. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 

The sufficient conditions for g o d  side Observations in 
Sections V through VI1 are summarized in Table 11. It is 
useful to provide a necessary condition as well. 

Theorem 8. I (Common Necessary Condition): Suppose 
the conclusions of Theorems 5.1, 6.2, and 7.2 hold for all 
distribution families {Pc} satisfying the characterization 
and regularity conditions. Then the following condition must 
hold as well 

vz, P(+, x, = z) > 0. 

The intuition behind Theorem 8.1 is that if 320 such that 
P(37,X, = zo) = 0 (i.e. P(VT,X, # zo) = l), the benefit 
of the characterization properties (helpful stmcture between 
Xt, Y;) may degenerate to another case with new support 
X' = X\{XO}, which significantly affects the attainable 
results. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown in [ l l]  that observing additional side 
information can improve sequential decisions in bandit prob- 
lems. To further explore the origin of the improvement in 
this paper we have extracted evenly distributed properties 
of the side observations and proved their efficacy for bandit 
problems. If {XT} provides information about the configura- 
tion CO, with a scheme separating the learning and control, by 
observing {X,} for learning and playing arm A~C~(X,+~) for 
control, the order of growth rate of the inferior sampling time 
is the same as the order of E:=, P(Il& - Col1 > e ) ,  which 
leads to bounded E{T,,f(t)} < M, for i.i.d. sequences, 
Markov chains and deterministic periodic sequence {X?}, 
among others. 

If {XT} does not provide information about the config- 
uration CO, three cases have been considered: (1) the best 
arm depends on X,, as in Section V, (2) the best arm does 
not depend on X,, as in Section VI, and (3) the mixed case 
as in Section Vn. We have proved that several sufficient 
conditions for the regularleven appearance of all x E X 
can accomplish either hounded E{T,,f ( t ) }  or the asymptotic 
log t lower hound. 

Consequently, a much more general class of side obser- 
vation sequences, which includes Markov chains, and fixed 
arbitrary sequences, has the same impact on bandit problems 
as those of i.i.d. sequences. A common necessary condition 
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TABLE I1 
SUMMARY OF THE R B L A T I O N S ~ I I P  BETWEEN Xt ANDY:. 

is also provided. From this paper, it is clear that the benefit 
of side observations lies mainly in the interactive structure of 
X ,  and Y;, and the evenly distributed appearances of all z. 
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